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Abstract 
In the paper we prove that, for a fixed k, the problem of deciding whether a graph admits a par- 
tition of its vertex set into k-element cliques or anticliques (i.e. independent sets) is polynomial. 
(~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
I. Introduction 
By a clique (respectively, anticlique) we mean a subset of the vertex set of a graph 
consisting of pairwise adjacent (resp. nonadjacent) vertices. 
The problem of deciding whether, for a fixed k, a graph can be partitioned into 
k-element cliques is NP-complete (see [3]) for k>~3. There are many results estab- 
lishing the computional complexity of these problems in important subclasses of the 
class of all graphs. For example the problem is known to be NP-complete (for k ~> 3) 
in the class of line graphs (cf. [2]) or comparability graphs [5]. On the other hand, its 
polynomiality was shown (for every k) in such classes as: complements of line graphs 
(cf. [I]), cographs and split graphs (cf. [5]). In the class of complements of compara- 
bility graphs the problem is open (when k~>3) (see [8]). 
In this paper we consider, for a fixed k, the computional complexity of the problem of 
existence of a partition of a graph into k-element cliques or anticliques. The following 
result by Lonc and Truszczyflski [7] was the direct motivation of our research. 
There exists a positive integer no = no(k) such that if a graph G has at least no 
vertices and IG I = 0 (mod k) then the vertex set of G can be partitioned into k-vertex 
subgraphs Kk,Kk, Kk-I UKI and Kk-j UK1 (see Fig. 1). 
We use the standard notation where Km stands for the complete graph on rn vertices, 
t~ for a complement of G and G @ H for a disjoint union of graphs G and H. 
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Fig. 1. The graphs K,, Kk, Kk_ I O Ki and Kk- 1 I J KI, for k = 5. 
The key point of the proof of the above statement is an application of the 
Ramsey theorem. Two of the four graphs occurring in the above theorem by Lonc 
and Truszczyfiski are the graphs induced by a k-element clique and a k-element an- 
ticlique. The other two have a bit less regular structure. Therefore it seems to be 
interesting to ask vertex sets of which graphs can be partitioned into k-element cliques 
and anticliques alone. This question has been answered by Favaron et al. [4] for line 
graphs and k = 3. The paper [4] contains implicitly a complete list of 17 families of 
graphs for which the condition IGI =0(mod3)  is not sufficient for a partition of the 
vertex set of G into 3-element cliques or anticliques to exist. The recognition of the 
above mentioned families is linear. 
The result of [4] was in some sense generalized by Lonc [6] who has shown that 
the problem of partition of the vertex set of a line graph into k-element cliques or 
anticliques is polynomial for an arbitrary but fixed k. 
The main result of this paper is a theorem saying, for a fixed k (not a part of the 
instance), that we can check in polynomially many steps if the vertex set of an instance 
graph admits a partition into k-element cliques or anticliques. The number of steps of 
the algorithm we describe is enormously large, nevertheless polynomial with respect 
to the number of vertices in the instance graph. It was not our goal to push down 
the complexity of the algorithm. It could be done, but the proofs of our results would 
become much longer and more complicated. 
Note that when k is a part of the instance then our problem becomes NP-complete. 
Indeed, let G be any graph on n vertices which is not a clique and let H be the graph 
obtained from G by adding 2n isolated vertices. The graph H can be partitioned into 
n-element cliques or anticliques if and only if G is 3-colorable so NP-completeness 
of our problem follows from the NP-completeness of the graph 3-colorability problem. 
In view of this fact it seems to be hopeless to characterize (for arbitrary k) all graphs 
G for which the condition IGI- 0 (mod k) is not sufficient for a partition of the vertex 
set of G into k-element cliques or anticliques to exist. However, for k----3 such a 
characterization seems to be tractable. We show a few examples, when k = 3, of infinite 
families of such graphs in Fig. 2. These examples can be generalized easily for larger 
values of k. 
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t+7~0 (mod 3) 
K, [ 
r+s+l -=0 (mod 3) 
Fig. 2. 
In this paper we mean by a CAk-decomposition of a graph G, a partition of  the 
vertex set V(G) of G into k-element cliques or anticliques. Denote by R(p) the smallest 
integer m such that every graph on m or more vertices contains either a p-element 
clique or a p-element anticlique. It is well-known that R(p)<~ (2pp_-~)< 4p-1. 
2. Results 
We start with defining a partition of the vertex set of G into relatively small num- 
ber of relatively large subsets whose structure is (except one) 'close' to a clique or 
an anticlique. This partition will be the starting point of constructions of  our CAk- 
decompositions. 
Define the following sequences gn and fn. Let go = 5 5~ , gn+l = 5 g'', for n = 0, 1 . . . . .  
2k, and f ,  =g2k+l-n, for n= 1,2 . . . . .  2k + t. 
For a graph G we define a partition of the vertex set of  G into at most 2k+ 1 subsets. 
Let Co = Do = 0. Suppose we have already defined Co, Cl ..... Ci- 1, Do, D1 . . . . .  Oi- l for 
some i ~< 2k + 1. We define Ci and Oi ,  if possible. Let Ci to be any clique of size fi 
in V(G)-  U~.~ Dj, if it exists. Define D i to be the set of vertices in V(G) - -  Uj=oi--I Dj
adjacent o at least ( f i  --  4 k)/k vertices of  Ci. If  such a clique does not exist, let Ci 
be any anticlique of  size f i  in V(G) - [.J~-~ Dj, if it exists, and denote by Di the set 
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of vertices in V(G) i- i  
- U j=0 Dj, which are not adjacent o at least ( f i  - 4 k)/k vertices 
of Ci. Denote by t + 1 the smallest i for which neither such a clique nor such an 
anticlique exists, if such an i ~< 2k + 1 exists. Otherwise define t + 1 = 2k + 2. Let 
R= V(G) -  U~=0Dj. It follows easily from the above construction that Ci C_Di, for 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  t. 
Clearly the sets D1,D2 . . . . .  Dt,R form a partition of the vertex set of G. Let us call 
such a partition of V(G) a D-partition of G. 
To illustrate the construction defined above consider the following example. Let 
m=f l  and define a graph G with the vertex set V (G)= {xl . . . . .  Xm, Yl . . . . .  Ym, Z! . . . . .  
Zm, V 1 . . . . .  Vm, W } and the edge set E (G)= Ui4j {XiXj, yiYj,XiYj} U Ui {ZiUi'WVi'WZi}" 
One of possible D-partitions D!,D2,R of G can be constructed as follows: 
CI -- {Xl . . . . .  Xm}, Ol ~- {Xl . . . . .  Xm, Yl . . . . .  Ym}, 
c2={z! . . . . .  zs2}, D2 = {z!, . . . ,zm, v; . . . .  ,Vm}, R= {w}. 
Suppose that a D-partition of G is fixed and consider any CAk-decomposition 
of G. We split n into 3 disjoint subsets: 
nR= {aCn:anR ¢ 0}, 
71;/= {a C n:  Vi=l,2,..., t a ~ Di} - lrR 
and 
n-n1  -nn .  
Let ~[  be the set of ordered partitions of the number k into at most t parts, i.e. ~k t
is the set of sequences of nonnegative integers 7 = (sl, s2 . . . . .  st) such that sl +s2 +.  • • + 
= ----( k ) <2 . Let C~:  all terms one st k. Clearly I~ktl k+t-1 k+t-I J~ = {7 of ~ except 
are0's}. Clearly I J l l  =t .  
For every ordered partition 7= (sl,s2 . . . . .  st) of k define 
nz={aEnz : laNOi l=s i  for i=  1,2 . . . . .  t}. 
Clearly nl = U~.~,-.~: nz and the sets nz are pairwise disjoint. 
For any D-partition of G and any CAk-decomposition of G call the set nR tAnt the 
irregular part o f  n. 
Lemma 1. Let the vertex set of  a graph G contain a clique (resp. an anticlique) 
C such that every vertex in G is adjacent (resp. nonadjacent) to at least (k -  1 )4 k 
vertices in C. I f  IGr-0(modk) then G has a CAk-decomposition. 
Proof. Let us prove the version of the lemma for cliques. The proof of the other 
version is dual. 
Delete from V(G) -  C k-element cliques and anticliques as many times as possible. 
By the Ramsey theorem the set of vertices T we obtain this way has less than R(k)<4 k 
vertices. 
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Since every vertex x in T has at least (k -  1 )4 k neighbours in C, we can choose k -  1 
of them adjacent o x. They form a k-element clique which we delete. We can repeat 
this procedure for every vertex of T (the number (k -  1 )4 k is sufficiently large). We end 
up with a clique C t of size divisible by k which can be partitioned into k-element 
cliques. These k-element cliques and the deleted k-element cliques and anticliques 
form the required CA~-decomposition of G. [] 
Lemma 2. Let AI,A2 . . . . .  Ak be disjoint sets of  vertices and, for every l <~i<j<<.k, 
each vertex in Aj is adjacent (resp. nonadjacent) to at most ¼1A~I vertices OrAl. 
Then there exists a k-element anticlique (resp. clique) K such that ]K nA~[ = 1, for  
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  k. 
ProoL Let ak be any vertex in Ak. Suppose we have already chosen vertices ai, ai+l . . . . .  
ak (i > 1 ) such that aj E A j, j = i, i+ 1 . . . . .  k, and { ai, ai+ l . . . . .  ak } is an anticlique. There 
are at least ]Ai_ I I - (k - i + 1 )( 1/k )lA i_ I I ~-  [(i - 1 )/k] IAi-1] > 0 vertices in A i_ 1 not 
adjacent o a vertex in (ai, ai+l . . . . .  ak}. Let ai- i  be any of them. The constructed set 
of vertices K = {al ,a2, . . . ,ak} is the required k-element anticlique. 
Theorem 3. Let D1,D2 . . . . .  Dt,R be a D-partition of  G and let CI,C2 . . . . .  Ct be the 
corresponding cliques and/or anticliques. I f  there are at least k + 1 cliques or at least 
k + 1 anticliques in the sequence C1, C2 . . . . .  Ct and IGI--0(modk) then G admits a 
CAk-decomposition. 
Proofl We define a new partition D'I,D ~ . . . . .  D~+I,R' of V(G). Suppose, there are 
p >i k + 1 anticliques Cq,, Cq2 . . . . .  Cq~,, 1 <~ q l < q2 < "'" < qp <~ t, among the sets G,  C2, 
• .., Ct (the case when there are at least k + 1 cliques is analogous and we omit it). 
Define C[=Cq~, for i=  1,2 . . . . .  k + 1. Let D~, for i=  1,2, . . . ,k  + 1, be the set of 
I I  i -1D '  nonadjacent to at least (fq~ -- 4k)/k vertices of C[ and vertices in V(G) - wj=l j 
R '=V(G) -  I k+l/3' wi= ~i '  Note that 
i--I 
C;CV(G) -  UDj .  (1) 
j= l  
Indeed, if for some x c C I, x EDj,  j< i ,  then x is nonadjacent to at least 
( f  qj - 4 k )/k vertices of Cj = Cq,. Consequently, either x E Dqi or x E Dr, for some l < qj. 
By the definition of the D-partition D1,Dz . . . . .  Dt,R, in both cases, x ~Cq, = C i (be- 
cause qj < qi), a contradiction. 
By (1) and the definiton of D~, C[ C_ D~. Moreover, for i < j ,  every vertex in C~ and 
every vertex in R' is nonadjacent to less than ( fq , - -4k ) /k  = (IC'1-4k)/k vertices of C[. 
We now construct he required CAk-decomposition. Delete from R t k-element cliques 
and anticliques as many times as possible. The resulting subset R"C  R I has less than 
R(k) <4 k-~ elements. Consider the sets CI, C~ .. . .  , C~_~,R". They satisfy the assump- 
tions of Lemma 2. Thus, by this lemma, there is a k-element clique K such that 
Ig•C/I =-1, i=  1,2 . . . . .  k -  1 and IKrlR"[ = 1. We delete this k-element clique and 
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repeat this procedure until all memebers of R" are deleted. To prove we can do it 
denote by C/, i= l ,2 , . . . , k -  1, and R t the subsets of Ci I, respectively R", after l, 
1 <~I<~IR"I- 1 <4 k - l ,  such deletions. Then, for i< j ,  every vertex in CJ and every 
vertex in R t is nonadjacent to at most ~(IC' l -  4k) = 1( c z i + / -4k)<l l c / I  vertices 
of  Ci  l. 
Let C['= C} R''I, D~'= (D; - C[)U C[', for i=  1,2 . . . . .  k - 1, and C~'= C~, D; '= D;, 
for i =k ,k  + 1. Notice that, for i< j ,  every vertex in Cj' is nonadjacent to at most 
l t lC tl 4k)~< I[IC ul 34k) vertices of C~ ~. Clearly RIR'I =9 so it sufficies to show 
IIk+~ D n has a CAk-decomposition. that the graph induced by wi=l i 
Denote by ri, i = 1,2 . . . . .  k + l, the reminder of ID~I modulo k. For every i = 1,2 . . . . .  
k + 1 consider the sets " " " ,1 . . . .  Ci+ 1 . . . . .  C'k+ 1 and delete k-  r i <<.k k-element 
cliques K such that IK N Cj' 1 = 1 for j # i. This way we delete m = )--~+11 (k - r i )  <<. k(k+ 
1 ) k-element cliques. To show it can be done denote by EJ, j = 1,2 . . . . .  k + 1, l = 1,2, 
. . . ,  m - 1 the subsets of C~' after l such deletions. For i < j ,  every vertex in E~ is 
nonadjacent to at most 
1 (IC~' I - :4k )~< 1 ( IE l i ,+ l  - ~4k)-< 1 (IE//I +k(k+l ) -~4/~)~<l lE / I  
"~k 
vertices of E[. By Lemma 2 the above deletions can be performed. 
Define C["=E m and D;" = (D;' - C[') U C[", for i=  1 ,2 , . . . , k+ 1. Note that IO71 = 
IO;'l - m + k - ri~- ri - m + k - r i -  - m (modk). Since 
k+l k+l k+l k+l 
O-- y~ [D~'[- E ri :-- - -  k(k + l)  + E ri = - -  E (k - r i )= - -  m (modk), 
i=1 i=l i=1 i=1 
IO~"l --- 0 (mod k). (2) 
Moreover C[" C C[, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  k + 1, and 1c71 = I C"l - m + k - ri > I C'l - 4k-1 _ 
k(k + 1). Hence each vertex of D~", i=  1,2 . . . . .  k + 1, is nonadjacent to at least 
l ( fq ,  -- - - k(k + 1) 4/` ) 4k- I  
1 
>/~(f2k+l - 41') - 4k-1 - k(k + 1) 
1 5k = ~(5 -4  k ) -4  k - l -k (k+l )~>(k-1)4  k (3) 
vertices of the anticlique C/'". 
We are done by (2), (3) and Lemma 1. [] 
Theorem 4. I f  G has a CAk-decomposition then, for every D-partition of  G such that 
t<~2k, G has a CAk-decomposition with the irreyular part of  size at most 4 ft+~ . 
Proof.  Let DI ,D2  . . . .  ,Dt ,R  be an arbitrary D-partition of G such that t<~2k and 
let it be a CAk-decomposition of G. For every ~=(Sl,S2 . . . . .  st) E~ - J~  choose 
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any r~ elements from the set n~, where r~ is the reminder of In~] modulo k, i.e. 
I~1-~ (modk), 0~<~<k.  Denote the set of these elements by n~. 
We shall construct a CAk-decomposit ion v of G such that vR = nR and vi = U~ ~ :~ -~ 
' ' First notice that ~ = 7C l . 
I~R U ~1< IRI + (k - 1). I~1 < R(ft+l ) + (k - 1)-2 k+t-1 
1 . 4f,+1 3 . 455~ < 4f'+~-l + (k - -1 )  " 23k-l <~ ~ + ~ 
= 1 . 4f,+, 3 . 4f,+t = 4f,+~. L . 4f,~, + 3 . 4f2,+1 ~< ~ + 
4 
We have used the inequalities R(p)<4p- t  and I~1 <2 k+t-l .  
Let D~ : Di - U (XR U x~), C[ = Ci - U (XR U x~), i : 1, 2 . . . . .  t, and denote by xi the 
member of  at~ whose ith term is equal to k and the others are O's. Then 
IO~l =k- t~,1  + ~ si . In~l + E la~O~l 
=k- I~,1  + ~ si" (1~1- r~)=0(m°dk)  (4) 
(S i stands for the ith term of ~). Moreover, 
ICfl >>.,cil- ( ~ s,.l~'l+ ~. [anD~l) 
/> Iq l  - (k - 1) 2 . I~,1 - (k - 1). IRI > I q l  - (k - 1) 2. 2 k+t-1 
- (k -  1 ) .R (Z ,+I )>[C i l  - (k  - 1) 2 .  23k-1 - (k - 1 ) .  4 f'+`. 
Since Ci is a clique (resp. an anticlique), by the definition of  a D-partition, each 
vertex in D~ is adjacent (resp. nonadjacent) o at least 
1 
-~( f  i -- 4k)  - -  ]Ci - C~I 
1 
: -~(f i  -- 4 k) -- ]Cil + IC~[ 
> k( f t  - 4 k) - (k - 1) 2 • 2 3k -1  - -  (k  - 1). 4f,+, 
>~4 f '+' .  • - (k -  1) - (k -  1)  2 .23k -1  1 .4 k 
k 
] ~>4 J2~'.  ~ .  - (k -  I )  - (k -  I )  2 .23k- l  - Ik "4k 
1 55~  _ (k_  I ) .2 .45~>I (k -1 ) .4  k >~'  
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vertices of C[. By Lemma 1 and (4), the graph induced by D; admits a CAk- 
decomposition vi, i = 1,2 . . . . .  t. 
The required CAk-decomposition of G is Vl tO v2 U • • • tO vt tO rc~ t3 nR. [] 
Corollary 5. Let [G[-=0(modk). The 9raph G has a CAk-decomposition i f  and only 
i f  for every D-partition DI,D2 . . . . .  Dt, R of  G such that t<~2k there is a subset 
U, RCUCV(G) ,  [Ul<<.k .4  f'+', such that the 9raph induced by U has a CAk- 
decomposition and 
IOi - U I -0 (modk) ,  for i=  1,2 . . . . .  t. (5) 
Proof. To show necessity define U to be the set of vertices of the members of the 
irregular part of the CAk-decomposition of G guaranteed by Theorem 4. 
Let us prove the converse. First suppose there is at least one D-partition DI,D2 . . . . .  
Dt,R of G such that t ~ 2k. We shall show that Di - U, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  t, has a CAk- 
decomposition. Suppose Q is a clique (the other case is analogous), i=  1,2 . . . . .  t. 
Clearly every vertex in Di - U is adjacent o at least 
1 , l ( f i -4  k) k.4/'+' 1 ~(f - -4k)  - IUI t> - >~(f t -4k) -k '4 / '+ '  
= k(5 f'+' -4k ) -k .4 f '+ '  ~> l(5f2k+,_ 4k)_  k.gY:~+, 
~> (k - 1). 4 k 
vertices of  the clique Ci - U. We are done by Lemma 1 and (5). 
Suppose now there is no D-partiton DI,D2,. . . ,Dt,R of G such that t ~<2k. Then, for 
every D-partition of G, t = 2k + 1 so there are at least k + 1 cliques or k + 1 anticliques 
in the sequence C1, C2 ....  , Ct. We are done by Theorem 3. [] 
We are now ready to give a polynomial time algorithm deciding whether a given 
graph G, IGI =0(modk) ,  admits a CAk-decomposition. 
Algorithm. 1. Construct a D-partition D1,D2,...,Dt, R of G and the cliques and/or 
anticliques Cl, C2 . . . . .  Ct. 
2. Is the number of cliques or anticliques in the set {C1, C2 . . . . .  Ct} greater than k? 
If  the answer is YES then STOP (G admits a CAk-decomposition), otherwise 
go to 3. 
3. For every subset U, R C U C V(G), I U[ ~k .  4 f'+~ and [D i  - U[ =-- 0 (mod k), for 
i = 1,2 . . . . .  t, check if the graph induced by U admits a CAk-decomposition. I f the 
answer is YES then STOP (G admits a CAk-decomposition), otherwise go to 4. 
4. STOP (G does not admit a CAk-decomposition). 
The correctness of the above algorithm follows easily from Theorem 3 and 
Corollary 5. Let us check polynomiality. The construction of a D-partition of G and 
the sets C1, C2,..., Ct takes polynomially many steps with respect to the order n of 
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the instance graph G which follows from the facts that the sizes of Ci's are bounded 
by a function of k not depending on n and that t <~ 2k + 1. The number of sets U 
to be considered in step 3 is also bounded by a constant with respect o n because 
I UI ~< k.4 f~+~ < k.4f ' .  Moreover, for the same reason, it can be checked in polynomially 
many steps whether the graph induced by U admits a CAk-decomposition (by exploring 
all possibilities). The polynomiality of the remaining steps of the Algorithm is obvious. 
Therefore we have shown the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. For every fixed positive integer k, the problem of deciding whether a 
given graph G has a CAk-decomposition is polynomial. 
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